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EXT. DESERTED CITY SUBURBS VINNIE’S GRANDPARENTS’ HOUSE

DAYTIME

MELLOW MEXICAN GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. A red car

drives up to Vinnie’s grandparents’ house. VINNIE DEO 14

years old, Mexican American, average, shy, smart, nice,

insecure, self-conscious, has brown eyes, lightly tanned

skin, and black hair comes out from the car with a sad look

on his face.

NATALIA DEO in her early 40’s Mexican-American, smart,

organized, helpful, wise, and caring has a Spanish accent,

has short black hair and blue eyes comes out of the other

side of the car with a smile on her face. She turns her

attention to Vinnie and smiles at him. Vinnie looks up at

his mom and smiles back at her.

NATALIA DEO

(to Vinnie)

Vinnie don’t be upset about this.

It’s a new life, a new beginning.

VINNIE DEO

A new beginning away from New York.

This place is going to take a

little while to get used to.

NATALIA DEO

I know it’s going to be hard, but

we do have family here, and they

are kind enough to let us stay

here.

Vinnie and Natalia walk towards the house.

CUT TO

INT. VINNIE’S GRANDPARENTS’ HOUSE LIVING ROOM

HAPPY MEXICAN FIESTA MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Vinnie and

Natalia walk into the house, where Vinnie’s grand parents

MAXIMILIANO REVANO in his late 80’s, Mexican American,

caring, lazy, mellow, positive and wise, has a Mexican

accent, has wrinkly skin and is bald, ALESSANDRA REVANO in

her late 70’s, Mexican American, very caring, loving, bossy,

sensitive, nice, grumpy and positive, has a Mexican accent,

has tanned skin, and white hair walk up to them.

ALESSANDRA REVANO

(smiling)

There is my loving daughter and my

loving grandson.

(CONTINUED)
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NATALIA DEO

(smiling)

Mama.

VINNIE DEO

Hi Granny hi grandpa.

MAXIMILLIANO REVANO

(smiles)

Hola darlings. How are you two?

NATALIA DEO

Doing just fine papa.

VINNIE DEO

So where is everyone else?

MAXIMILLIANO REVANO

(calling the others)

Hey everyone Natalia and Vinnie are

here.

Then DR. EDWARDO REVANO in his mid-40’s Mexican-American,

intelligent, caring, mature, nerdy, wise, kind, a bookworm,

friendly and helpful 6’03 wears glasses and bald walks down

the stairs.

DR.EDWARDO REVANO

(smiling)

Hola sis and Vinnie it’s so good to

see you again.

JOSE REVANO 16 years old handsome, strong, friendly,

outgoing, resourceful, and social has a Mexican American

accent, spiky short hair and brown eyes, ARTURO REVANO 10

years old cheeky, sneaky, clever,immature, smooth and rude

has brown curly hair and blue eyes,PALOMA REVANO 7 years

old, nice, perfect, flexible, and demanding, has a Mexican

accent has black curly long hair and green eyes comes out of

the living room

CAROLINA REVANO 45 years old, smart, creative, educated, has

a Mexican accent, long red hair and blue eyes come out of

the kitchen with a plate of cookies.

JOSE REVANO

Hola Cousin Vinnie how are you?

VINNIE DEO

I’m doing fine. Just starting to

get used to this new place.

(CONTINUED)
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CAROLINA REVANO

Meha don’t get upset about this. Of

course it’s a new place. It will be

hard for you,but you have family to

guide you through town.

PALOMA REVANO

(to Vinnie )

You’re going to have a lot of fun

with us.

ARTURO REVANO

Yeah, we can play cowboy, I’ll be

the cowboy and you can be my horse.

ALESSANDRA REVANO

(smiles)

Now,now kids there will be a lot of

time do to that, but let’s have

your aunt and cousin get settled.

JOSE REVANO

(to Vinnie)

Come on cousin, let me show you to

your room.

CUT TO

INT. VINNIE’S ROOM

Jose opens the door to Vinnie’s bedroom. In the bedroom

there are 2 beds and 2 dressers.

VINNIE DEO

Why are there 2 beds and dressers

in here?

JOSE REVANO

Because we are sharing this room.

If that’s alright with you?

VINNIE DEO

It’s alright. I am OK with it.

Vinnie walks up to the bed on the left and sits down on it.

He looks out the window with a sad look on his face.

JOSE REVANO

It will be alright cousin. Tomorrow

it will be better. I will show you

Deserted City High, and introduce

you to my friends.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

(to Jose)

That will be nice.

Jose exits out of the room. Natalia walks into the bedroom

and walks up to Vinnie, and sit down next to him.

NATALIA DEO

(to Vinnie)

It’s going to get better Meha. All

you need to do is to make new

friends, and love your new home.

Vinnie smiles to Natalia and hopes that his new life here in

Deserted City will be great.

FADE TO

EXT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL FRONT ENTRANCE MORNING THE

NEXT DAY

HAPPY MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next

morning, a car drives up to the front of Deserted City.

Vinnie and Jose exits out of the car and walk up to the

school.

The car window rolls down and Carolina was in the front

seat.

CAROLINA REVANO

(smiles)

You have a good day at school

Vinnie.

The car drives away from the school.RANDY RUSSO 14 years

old, handsome, smart, nice,geeky, with a jersey accent,

wears glasses and gelled hair, CONNER REDCORN 14 years old

native American, active, caring,nice, and defensive, with

shaggy long black hair and blue eyes, and HELGA GUMMER 15

years old, a tomboy, bossy, rude, grumpy and sassy, with

short red hair and pink eyes walk over to Jose and Vinnie.

RANDY RUSSO

Good morning Jose.

JOSE REVANO

Hola guys, this is my cousin

Vinnie, he’s going to be living

with me and my family for a while.

(CONTINUED)
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CONNER REDCORN

Hi there Vinnie, welcome to

Deserted City High.

HELGA GUMMER

(grumpy)

He knows that Conner, he’s the new

kid here.

VINNIE DEO

(smiling)

Its nice to meet you guys. I think

I will like it here at Deserted

City High.

RANDY RUSSO

Yeah, but just be careful with the

teachers here.

VINNIE DEO

What do you mean by that?

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL GYM

EDGY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. MRS. BARBARA BROOTS

African American in her 40’s muscular, smart, mean,

obsessive, edgy, and violent with long purple hair and has a

deep voice, BLOWS her whistle and the students start to

running laps around the gym.

MRS. BARBARA BROOTS

Move it you Slacky Slackers, keep

moving until you sweat a

waterfall!!!

Vinnie, Jose, Randy, Conner and Helga are wearing their gym

uniforms while running laps around the gym, with sweat

coming down their faces.

VINNIE DEO

(tired)

Talk about a tough teacher. Is she

the only tough teacher here?

CONNER REDCORN

(to Vinnie)

Prepare to meet Mr.Axer, now he’s a

real pain in the butt.

CUT TO
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INT. MR.AXER’S CLASSROOM LATER

Later in Mr.Axer’s classroom, Vinnie, Jose, Randy, Conner

and Helga are sitting in the middle of the classroom.MR.AXER

in his late 50’s, grumpy, selfish, devoted,disciplined,

bossy,rude and smart, with 5 o’clock shadow, bald and

wearing glasses enters into the classroom holding his

briefcase.

MR. AXER

(to the students)

Good morning class.Please take out

your textbooks and turn to chapter

4.

VINNIE DEO

(to Jose)

He’s not all that bad. He seems to

be...bored.

MR. AXER

(mad)

What is that young man?!

Vinnie turn his attention to Mr.Axer.

MR. AXER

(mad)

Let me tell you young man, I am a

very disciplined man and love what

I do. I teach you empty headed

teens, so you can live with a

brain, so you can be accomplished

in life so you won’t end up here

with a dead end job, a divorced

wife and a goldfish as a room mate!

VINNIE DEO

(to Mr.Axer)

Sorry sir, I’m just new here. I

moved here yesterday. And I’m just

getting used to this place.

MR. AXER

(bored)

Whatever, I’ll give you a textbook

and please turn it to chapter 4.

Mr. Axer walks away from Vinnie.

VINNIE DEO

(to Jose)

Is he always like this?

(CONTINUED)
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CONNER REDCORN

You should see him on his happy

days. He’s not that happy at all.

CUT TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS LATER

MELLOW HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later the school

bell RINGS and the classroom doors OPEN. The students,

Vinnie, Randy, Helga, Conner and Jose walk out of their

classrooms and walk down the hallway. Conner turns his

attention to the other way of the hallway

CONNER REDCORN

(bored)

Oh man here comes Angus Gritts.

ANGUS GRITTS 16 years old, rude, cool,mean, fit, and smooth,

6’11 with a buzz cut and green eyes, is walking down the

hallway with his books in his one hand and a football in the

other. The pretty girls all smile and GIGGLE with joy as

Angus walks pass them.

Vinnie has an odd look on his face while watching Angus

walking down the hall.

CONNER REDCORN

(bored)

Man that guy is too popular around

here. We get it he’s popular.

VINNIE DEO

Why won’t we go up to say hi to

him?

HELGA GUMMER

(disgusted)

As if, he doesn’t pay attention to

new kids like you.

VINNIE DEO

If he doesn’t pay attention to new

kids, maybe she pays attention to

them.

ROMANTIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Vinnie points his

finger to PENELOPE TWINKLE 14 years old, beautiful, nice,

popular, glamorous and sassy, with a southern accent, pink

curly hair and blue eyes is looking at her reflection in her

mirror on her locker door.

(CONTINUED)
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RANDY RUSSO

(to Vinnie)

That’s Penelope Twinkle, she’s one

of the most popular girls at

school. I don’t think you can talk

to her.

VINNIE DEO

Maybe she will. And...I think I am

developing a crush on her.

Vinnie walks over to Penelope Twinkle. Penelope closes her

locker door and turns around to Vinnie.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

(to Vinnie)

May I help you?

VINNIE DEO

Hi, my name is Vinnie Deo, and I am

new here.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

You must be Jose Revano’s cousin,

right?

VINNIE DEO

How did you know?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

(smiles)

I’m part of the school’s news crew.

We post updates on things around

the school, like sports news,

homework assignment reminders and

telling people who’s new at school,

like you.

VINNIE DEO

Wow that’s so cool.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

So since you are new here, how

about having lunch with me and the

other cool kids?

VINNIE DEO

Sure, that will be great.

Randy, Jose, Conner and Helga are surprise and shocked.

(CONTINUED)
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PENELOPE TWINKLE

(smiles)

Great, see you at lunch.

Penelope walks away from Vinnie, and Jose, Randy, Conner and

Helga walks over to him with surprise looks on their faces.

VINNIE DEO

(to his friends)

Well that was easy.

FADE TO

INT. DESERTED CITY HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA LATER

HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Later in the cafeteria

Vinnie walks through the cafeteria, holding his tray with a

soda can and 2 pizza slices. Helga, Randy, Conner and Jose

walk over to Vinnie holding their trays in their hands.

HELGA GUMMER

(to Vinnie)

Are you sure about this Vinnie?

Having lunch with Penelope and the

other cool kids?

VINNIE DEO

(smiles)

Yeah she seems nice. What’s the

worse that could happen?

Vinnie walks over to the popular kids table with Penelope,

Angus and the other popular teens sitting at the table.

Vinnie sits down at the table.

VINNIE DEO

Hey there. So this is the popular

kids table. It looks like a normal

table to me.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

Well, it has some features.

Penelope presses a button on the table, causing it to

VIBRATE. And a soft serve ice cream machine POPS up onto the

table.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

With massage seats and our very own

soft serve ice cream machine.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

(smiles)

Cool.

ANGUS GRITTS

Hey there Vinnie, Penelope was

talking about you. So you’re new

around here eh?

VINNIE DEO

Yes, yes I am. I don’t know

anything about Deserted City, so

maybe you can show me around.

ANGUS GRITTS

(smooth)

Of course we can show you around

town. We are having this party

tonight at this place called

Videotopia, do you want to come?

VINNIE DEO

Yes I do, could I invite my friends

too?

ANGUS GRITTS

(smooth)

Of course you can.

Suddenly the school bell RINGS. Penelope, Angus and the

other popular kids get up from the table and walk out of the

cafeteria. Randy, Jose, Conner and Helga walk up to Vinnie.

VINNIE DEO

(smiling)

What do you know, they are inviting

us to a party tonight. This is

going to be so cool.

JOSE REVANO

(nervous)

I have a bad feeling about this.

FADE TO

EXT. VIDEOTOPIA FRONT ENTRANCE SUNSET

HAPPY ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later in the

evening, Vinnie and friends walk over towards Videotopia,

where they see Angus and Penelope are hanging out with the

other popular teens in there.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

Here we are, Videotopia.

JOSE REVANO

Didn’t this place used to be closed

for a while? Like something bad has

happened.

CONNER REDCORN

Yeah, and I even heard that the

owner was scared and forgot to lock

the door before putting up the

closed sign.

RANDY RUSSO

Looks like the sign still says

closed, but it looks like it’s

open.

VINNIE DEO

Let’s just go inside for the party.

CUT TO

INT. VIDEOTOPIA MAIN STORE

Vinnie and friends enter into Videotopia, where the popular

teens are having fun in the store. Angus walks up to Vinnie

and friends.

ANGUS GRITTS

(smiling)

Hey there Vinnie, you made it.

HELGA GUMMER

Hello, we are here too, what do we

look like to you, chopped liver?

VINNIE DEO

So why do you want the party here?

ANGUS GRITTS

Because my Uncle used to own this

place.

RANDY RUSSO

Does your uncle know that you are

having a party here?

ANGUS GRITTS

No, he doesn’t mind it at all.

(CONTINUED)
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Angus leads the others to the other popular teens who are

partying.

VINNIE DEO

So what do you guys have planned

for the rest of the party?

PENELOPE TWINKLE

(smiling)

We are going to watch a movie, how

about you pick out a movie for use

to watch.

Penelope FLUTTERS her eyelashes while starring at Vinnie.

Vinnie blushes with embarrassment.

VINNIE DEO

(smiles)

Sure why not.

Vinnie sees a golden video tape on a pillar.

VINNIE DEO

(smiles)

Let’s see what movie is on this

video tape.

He walks up to it and picks up the golden video tape off of

it. TENSE DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly

an ALARM comes off and RED FLASHING LIGHTS APPEAR out of the

ceiling. Vinnie and friends look worried as Vinnie drops the

golden video tape onto the floor in surprise.

CONNER REDCORN

(worried)

What’s going on?

Angus then LAUGHS historically at Vinnie.

ANGUS GRITTS

(smiles)

Oh man I knew that you were going

to fall for that.

HELGA GUMMER

What?

ANGUS GRITTS

(smiling and laughing)

We tricked your friend into coming

to the party here, so he can take

the blame for breaking into this

video store.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

You guys tricked me?

ANGUS GRITTS

Yes we did.

JOSE REVANO

I knew it.

HELGA GUMMER

Me too.

CONNER REDCORN

What would your Uncle say when he

knows that you broke into his own

store?

ANGUS GRITTS

I don’t have an Uncle.

PENELOPE TWINKLE

(to the popular kids)

Let’s get out of here!!!

Angus, Penelope and the other popular teens run out of

Videotopia. Angus pushes Vinnie to the floor, causing him to

fall onto the golden video tape onto his back.

Suddenly PIO OWERS in his late 40’s handsome, smart,

free-spirited, smooth, relaxed, with a 70’s hippie accent,

has short shaggy light brown hair, a light brown beard and

wearing glasses comes into the store.

PIO OWERS

What’s going on here? Why are you

in my store?!

HELGA GUMMER

Sorry sir, but we just got tricked

by some popular kids at school, and

now they are gone.

RANDY RUSSO

Just look at the security footage

from tonight and you’ll understand.

PIO OWERS

I don’t have security cameras in

the store, and now where is that

Golden Video Tape?

Vinnie shows the golden video tape on his back to Pio.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

You mean this sir?

PIO OWERS

(freaking out)

Oh no, this is bad, real bad. Quick

get it off of him.

Randy grabs the golden video tape on Vinnie’s back and tries

to pull it off of Vinnie’s back, but the golden video tape

is stuck on Vinnie’s back.

RANDY RUSSO

It looks like, it’s stuck.

HELGA GUMMER

(grummpy)

You’re not pulling hard enough.

Helga grabs onto the golden video tape on Vinnie’s back and

tries to pull it off, but the golden video tape is still

stuck on Vinnie’s back. Randy, Conner and Jose help Helga to

pull the video tape off of Vinnie’s back. Suddenly they fall

to the floor, and the golden video tape is still stuck to

Vinnie’s back.

HELGA GUMMER

(grumpy)

Alright, that video tape is stuck

on Vinnie like glue.

VINNIE DEO

Well at least it won’t get any

worse.

TENSE HORROR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

video tapes and DVDs on the shelves start to SHAKE, and the

whole store starts to shake.

PIO OWERS

(freaking out)

Oh no, not good. This is totally

not good dudes.

MAGICAL STREAMS OF COLOR come out of the videos and DVDs,

and FLY out of the store.

RANDY RUSSO

What the heck happened?

PIO OWERS

(freaking out)

Those magical streams of color were

the movie characters and monsters

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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PIO OWERS (cont’d)

from those videos and DVDs man. And

now they are on the loose all over

town.

HELGA GUMMER

Not all of them, look.

A MAGICAL SILVER STREAM SWIRLS in the middle of the floor.

It transforms into ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN Caucasian 14 years

old, beautiful, curious, sweet, caring, kind, soft-spoken

and delightful, has long silver and red curly hair, has blue

eyes with star-shaped pupils.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Hello there everyone...Where am I?

Pio SCREAMS like a little girl in panic.

PIO OWERS

(freaking out)

Oh man, Oh man it started to

happen, man. Elizabeth Morningsun

from the Suniverse franchise she’s

in our world now!!

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

So I am in your world, what is it

called?

VINNIE DEO

(to Vinnie)

Deserted City. My name is Vinnie

Deo, and these are my friends.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(smiles to Vinnie)

It’s nice to meet you Vinnie Deo.

VINNIE DEO

Please, just call me Vinnie.

PIO OWERS

And all of the other movie monsters

and characters are still loose in

the city!!!

SCREAMING comes out from the streets, and EXPLOSIONS come

out through the streets.

(CONTINUED)
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ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

What’s happening outside?

TENSE DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Vinnie and

the others look outside through the window. They see a lot

of ZOMBIE DINOSAURS, dinosaurs that are zombies, CYBORG

LEPRECHAUNS, leprechauns that have robot parts on their

bodies , and GIANT 3 HEADED GORILLAS, giant gorillas with 3

heads are spreading chaos all over the streets.

Elizabeth holds onto Vinnie’s hand in fear. Vinnie blushes

and let go of Elizabeth’s hand.

VINNIE DEO

(embarrassed)

Woah, woah. I think it’s not the

right time for this.

Suddenly a ZOMBIE TRICERATOPS charges towards Videotopia and

CRASHES through the window. Suddenly MAGICAL VIDEO STRIPS

come out from behind Vinnie’s back and FORM a DOME around

him and his friends. The Zombie Triceratops slams into the

dome and bounce out of Videotopia.The magical video strips

pull back into Vinnie’s back. Vinnie and the others are

confused.

VINNIE DEO

What just happened?

PIO OWERS

(to Vinnie)

Vinnie Dude, the golden video tape

on your back.

Randy, Jose, Conner and Helga look at the golden video tape

on Vinnie’s back, and it’s SPARKLING and GLOWING.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Why is it sparkling and glowing?

PIO OWERS

Let me tell you kids

everything. 10 years ago there was

this gypsy lady who wants a copy of

some type of movie that I don’t

know about, and then I told her

that I didn’t have it. And so she

put a curse on the store, and she

turned an unused video tape into a

golden video tape. So then I

freaked out turned off all of the

lights in the store and put the

closed sign and ran out of there as

fast as I can.

(CONTINUED)
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VINNIE DEO

OK we get that part, but why did

those movie monsters and characters

get released in our world.

PIO OWERS

Here’s another thing she told me.

If anyone touches the golden video

tape, the movie monsters and

characters from the videos and DVDS

get released into our world with

free will. Only the person who

touches the video tape can fight

those monsters and characters and

bring them back into their own

worlds and the curse can be lifted.

JOSE REVANO

(to Pio)

So what you’re saying, if we

capture all of the movie monsters

and characters, they will return to

their own worlds?

PIO OWERS

You got that right man.

VINNIE DEO

If the video tape on my back can

make a protective dome, I wonder

what else I can make out of it’s

video strips.

Suddenly LOUD EXPLOSIONS come out of nowhere in the streets.

PIO OWERS

(to Vinnie)

No more lolly gagging and get to

work dude.

Vinnie runs out of the store to get the escaped movie

characters.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF DESERTED CITY NIGHT TIME

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vinnie runs into

the streets, where the Zombie Dinosaurs, the Cyborg

Leprechauns and the Giant 3 headed gorillas are rampaging

through the streets.

(CONTINUED)
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A Zombie Tyrannosaur rex turns its attention to Vinnie. The

Zombie Tyrannosaur Rex charges at Vinnie and ROARS. Vinnie

goes into his fighting stances and thinks while he looks

worried.

VINNIE DEO

If these magical video strips make

a protective dome over us, how

about a giant fist.

The MAGICAL VIDEO STRIPS come out of Vinnie’s back and form

into a giant fist. The giant fist throws a punch at the

incoming Tyrannosaur Rex knocking him to the ground.

Elizabeth runs over to Vinnie.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(smiling)

Wow that was amazing Vinnie.

VINNIE DEO

Thanks.

Suddenly Vinnie and Elizabeth are surrounded by Cyborg

Leprechauns. Then the Cyborg Leprechauns start to dance

around them. Vinnie and Elizabeth have confused looks on

their faces.

VINNIE DEO

(confused)

Why are they dancing around us?

PIO OWERS

Well they are dancing because they

are charging up for their laser

attack.

The eyes on the Cyborg Leprechauns GLOW RED and FIRE RAPID

LASER BEAMS at Vinnie and Elizabeth. The video strips cover

Vinnie and Elizabeth from the laser fire, as the lasers

reflect off of the video strips and upward into the sky.

VINNIE DEO

I think it’s time for a new dance

move for these leprechauns to

learn.

Vinnie shoots his video strips through the ground, and the

video strips hit the Leprechauns, causing them to LAUNCH

through the air.

Then the Cyborg Leprechauns ACTIVATE their jet legs and

ROCKET back towards Vinnie and Elizabeth. Vinnie and

Elizabeth dodge the incoming leprechauns, and Vinnie forms

(CONTINUED)
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his magical video strips into a baseball bat and swings it

at the incoming Cyborg Leprechauns. The Cyborg Leprechauns

get hit by the baseball bat and CRASH into the buildings.

HELGA GUMMER

Whoever made these characters, they

are absolutely the freakiest and

stupidest characters ever made.

PIO OWERS

I think they are good characters,

but they turned evil after their

gold got stolen.

Vinnie continues to hit the incoming Cyborg Leprechauns away

from him and Elizabeth. Suddenly the ground SHAKES and

Vinnie and friends look up to see the Giant 3 Headed

Gorillas. The Giant 3 headed gorillas ROAR at them in rage.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Oh my, the Giant 3 Headed Gorillas.

We forgot about them.

1 of the Giant 3 Headed Gorillas throws a punch down towards

Vinnie and Elizabeth. Elizabeth catches the gorilla’s punch

and throws the gorilla, causing it to CRASH to the ground.

Vinnie and the others are surprise and speechless.

HELGA GUMMER

OK, how did a sci fi princess gets

super strength?

PIO OWERS

Well in her movie world, she has

superhuman strength, but she is

also has power adaptation,

telekinesis, portal creation and

she’s a highly skilled swords

woman.

RANDY RUSSO

Wait, if she can create portals,

can she create one back into her

movie world?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Let’s find out.

Elizabeth use her PORTAL CREATION POWERS to make a PORTAL to

APPEAR in front of her. Elizabeth leaps through the portal,

and the portal DISAPPEARS. Suddenly a PORTAL APPEARS next to

Pio, Helga, Randy, Jose and Conner.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSE REVANO

I guess that’s a no.

Suddenly more zombie dinosaurs come charging towards them.

Vinnie’s video strips BREAK down through the ground and POP

out of the ground to form a giant hand. The giant hand

flicks the dinosaurs away from Vinnie.

VINNIE DEO

I think that, if Elizabeth and the

other movie monsters and characters

are in our world, they can only use

their powers in our world and not

in their worlds.

PIO OWERS

I think he has a point about that.

Suddenly a giant club comes down towards Vinnie. Vinnie

dodges the attack and TRANSFORMS the giant hand into GIANT

LASER CANNONS and FIRES them at the Giant 3 headed gorillas,

hitting them and make them fly through the air and CRASH

into the buildings.

Suddenly more Zombie dinosaurs come towards Vinnie. He fires

the laser cannons at the zombie dinosaurs hitting them and

make them fall to the ground.

VINNIE DEO

(smiles)

That was a close one.

JOSE REVANO

I don’t think so, look at the

dinosaurs.

Suddenly the zombie dinosaurs stands up from the ground and

ROAR at Vinnie and the others. Vinnie FIRES the laser

cannons at the dinosaurs, causing them to FLY down the

street.

Suddenly the Cyborg Leprechauns JET down towards Vinnie.

Vinnie uses his video strips to TRANSFORM the laser cannons

into spiky clubs and swings them at the cyborg leprechauns,

knocking them to the ground.

RANDY RUSSO

(freaking out)

Alright I’m freaking out here, I’m

freaking out.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSE REVANO

I know right. What else is going to

come from those movie video worlds?

Suddenly VORK, cruel, evil, clever, cunning, adaptable,

intelligent, wise, and devastating, has red glowing eyes,

grey skin, wearing a futuristic wizard suit, has several

rings on his fingers and wearing a wizard hair with several

horns on it, FLOATS down from the black sky.

HELGA GUMMER

Who is that dork?

VORK

(to Helga)

Who do you call this dork of yours.

I am Vork, from the 1000th century,

ruler of the broken planet of Plink

and the leader of the Metallers

army.

PIO OWERS

(freaking out)

Oh man it’s Vork, from the

Astronaut Ninja Viking Franchise.

VORK

(to Pio)

You there, where am I?

PIO OWERS

(nervous)

Um...Planet Plink?

Vork looks around, and he has a odd serious look on his

face.

VORK

This doesn’t look like Plink to me.

JOSE REVANO

(nervous)

That’s why, we redesigned it for

you.

VORK

Very well. It looks industrial, but

I will get used to it.

Vinnie TRANSFORMS the magical video strips into giant

hammers and swing the giant hammers at the incoming

dinosaurs. The incoming dinosaurs get hit by the giant

hammers and CRASH into the buildings.

(CONTINUED)
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CONNER REDCORN

(to Pio)

Pio. If you know about these movie

monsters, do you how to stop them?

VORK

(curious)

Movies...What do you mean by

movies?

Suddenly the zombie dinosaurs charge at Vinnie and the

others again. Vinnie uses his video strips to form a

PROTECTIVE DOME around him and his friends.

VORK

Why do these dinosaurs look more

like zombies?

The video strip dome BURSTS, and push away the zombie

dinosaurs.

RANDY RUSSO

(to Pio)

Totally Pio, you own a video store,

and you may know how to defeat

these monsters and characters.

VORK (V.O)

Characters...Is that boy saying

that, I’m a character, from a movie

world, and these beings are from

movie worlds too?

VORK’S P.O.V

Vork sees the Zombie Dinosaurs, the Cyborg Leprechauns and

the Giant 3 Headed Gorillas surrounding Vinnie and friends.

RETURN TO SCENE

PIO OWERS

(nervous)

Alright... Let me think here.

Suddenly the Giant 3 Headed Gorillas ROAR and swing their

clubs down onto Vinnie and his friends. Vinnie uses the

video strips to catch the giant clubs and pull them out of

the giant 3 headed gorillas’ hands.

Vinnie forms the video strips into giant fists and they

throw punches at the Giant 3 Headed Gorillas, hitting them

and make them fall to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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HELGA GUMMER

(worrying)

Think faster Pio.

PIO OWERS

I got it, I got it. The Giant 3

Headed Gorillas, their weakness is

cold weather.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

So does that mean Vinnie can make a

freeze ray?

Suddenly the Zombie Dinosaurs, the Cyborg Leprechauns and

the Giant 3 Headed Gorillas charge at Vinnie and Friends.

Vinnie wraps his video strips around his friends, and

springs made out of video strips APPEAR around Vinnie’s

feet. Vinnie BOUNCES up into the air with his friends. The

Zombie Dinosaurs, the Cyborg Leprechauns and the giant 3

Headed Gorillas all batch into each other.

VINNIE DEO

Time to find out!!!

Vinnie and his friends land down onto the ground. Vinnie

form his video strips into a giant freeze ray. The Giant 3

Headed Gorillas push the Zombie Dinosaurs and Cyborg

Leprechauns off of them and ROAR in rage. Vinnie FIRES the

freeze ray at the Giant 3 Headed Gorillas, FREEZING them in

solid ice.

VINNIE DEO

Hey look at that. It worked.

JOSE REVANO

Now, how are we going to put them

back into their movie worlds?

VINNIE DEO

I don’t know. I’m new at this.

HELGA GUMMER

How about wrapping the video strips

around the frozen 3 headed gorillas

and see what happens.

VINNIE DEO

Let’s give it a try.

Vinnie uses his video strips to wrap them around the frozen

giant 3 headed gorillas, and they get ABSORBED into the

video strips.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSE REVANO

(smiles)

Hey it worked.

Suddenly LASER FIRE comes out of nowhere, and Vinnie and

friends dodge the attack. The Cyborg Leprechauns surrounds

Vinnie and his friends.

CONNER REDCORN

(to Pio)

What about the Cyborg Leprechauns?

PIO OWERS

Spray water on them.

Vinnie looks around for something to spray the Cyborg

Leprechauns with.

VINNIE’S P.O.V

Vinnie sees a fire hydrant behind the Cyborg Leprechauns.

RETURN TO SCENE

Vinnie uses the video strips from the video tape on his back

and stretches them towards the fire hydrant. Vinnie’s video

strips cut the fire hydrant, SPRAYING WATER onto the Cyborg

Leprechauns, causing SPARKS to come out of their bodies and

collapse to the ground. Vinnie wraps his video strips onto

the Cyborg Leprechauns causing them to get ABSORB into

thevideo strips.

JOSE REVANO

At least that’s over with.

HELGA GUMMER

I know, leprechauns freak me out.

RANDY RUSSO

Now we have are the Zombie

Dinosaurs.

The Zombie Dinosaurs ROAR and charge at Vinnie and friends.

Elizabeth’s eyes SHINE WHITE and she raises her hand in the

air, causing the zombie dinosaurs to FLOAT into the air.

VINNIE DEO

(to Elizabeth)

Nice telekinesis Elizabeth. You

made all of the dinosaurs float in

the air.

(CONTINUED)
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PIO OWERS

Oh yeah I forgot. She has

telekinesis too.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Not all of the dinosaurs.

Suddenly a zombie pterodactyl swoops down from the sky and

dives down towards Vinnie. Vinnie uses his video strips to

wrap the zombie pterodactyl into the video strips and

causing it to get absorbed.

VINNIE DEO

(smiles)

Time to wrap this up.

Vinnie uses his video strips onto the floating zombie

dinosaurs and wraps them up. The zombie dinosaurs get

ABSORBED into the video strips and into the video tape.

VINNIE DEO

All it’s left now is.

VORK (O.S)

Me.

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vork FLOATS

down from the sky and lands down onto the ground.

PIO OWERS

(to Vinnie)

Vinnie dude you better be careful

with this dude. He is the most

dangerous character in the

Astronaut Ninja Viking Franchise.

VORK

Your shaggy bearded friend is

right. You’re no match for me.

Vork FIRES SWIRLING LIGHTNING BOLTS out of his hands at

Vinnie. Vinnie makes a shield out of his video strips and

blocks the swirling lightning bolts.

Vinnie makes the video strips into giant fists and throw

punches at Vork. Vork dodges the attacks and ZOOMS up to

Vinnie. Vork’s eyes GLOW GREEN and A GUST OF WIND comes out

of his eyes and pushes Vinnie down the street. Vinnie slams

into a street lamp and feels dizzy from the attack.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

(to Vork)

Hey don’t you dare hurt my friend.

(CONTINUED)
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Elizabeth throws a punch at Vork hitting him and makes him

FLY through the air and CRASH into a building.

VINNIE DEO

Thanks Elizabeth.

Vork FLOATS off of the building and FIRES WAVY ENERGY BEAMS

out of his fingers at Elizabeth. Elizabeth PROJECTS a PORTAL

out of her hands to make the wavy energy beams go into the

portal. Another portal APPEARS behind Vork, and makes the

energy beams hit him causing him to fall to the ground.

VORK

Your powers are impressive, but how

could they handle the might of my

Metallers.

Vork takes out dozens of tiny metal balls out of his pockets

and throws them to the ground. The tiny metal balls MORPH

into METALLERS, gremlin like robots with red glowing eyes

and sharp claws.

HELGA GUMMER

What are those things?

PIO OWERS

The Metallers, the most dangerous

soldiers in the Astronaut Ninja

Viking’s universe. They are so

dangerous they make every get

nightmares.

The Metallers charge towards Vinnie’s friends. Vinnie uses

his video strips on his legs making springs to appear on

them and he BOUNCES through the air. Vinnie comes in front

of his friends, and wraps his video strips onto the

Metallers and SUCKS them into his video strips.

VORK

So you absorbed my Metallers into

your video thing.

VINNIE DEO

(to Vork)

Now it’s your turn you dork.

VORK

It’s Vork, not dork.

Vork gets angry FIRES ENERGY BEAMS out of his hands at

Vinnie and his friends. Vinnie uses his video strips to make

a SHIELD to APPEAR in front of his friends to block the

energy beams and make them hit back at Vork, hitting him and

make him fall to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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VORK

You are very strong boy, but here

is the true strength of Vork.

Vork makes GIANT FLOATING PURPLE ENERGY BALLS to APPEAR in

the air. He FIRES ENERGY BLAST out of the energy balls at

Vinnie. Vinnie uses his video strips to TRANSFORMS them

into giant vacuums and SUCKS the energy blasts into the

vacuums.

Vinnie then makes his video strips to form springs on his

feet. Vinnie BOUNCES into the air and transforms his video

strips into a baseball bat. Vinnie swings it at Vork, but

Vork blocks the attack and throws Vinnie down onto a

building.

VINNIE DEO

(freaks out)

Oh man this isn’t good for me.

Vinnie’s video strips then form into a slide and Vinnie

slides down on the slide and heads towards the ground.

VINNIE DEO

(amazed)

Wow, I didn’t realize that the

golden video tape can do that.

PIO OWERS

I don’t know, but I think it might

have a psychic connection with you,

either that or I don’t know

anything about magic.

Vork then throws the energy balls towards Vinnie. Vinnie and

his friends dodge the energy balls as the CRASH onto the

ground and EXPLODE on impact. Vork FLIES through the smoke

and Elizabeth catches Vork.Elizabeth throws Vork through the

air and he falls onto a parked car.

HELGA GUMMER

Nice one Elizabeth.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Thank you.

VINNIE DEO

Now it’s time to wrap this up.

SUSPENSEFUL TENSE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vork

then FLOATS into the air with a mad look on his face.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSE REVANO

Vork is still alive.

VORK

Yes I am, and I am not going back

to be an entertainer. I am a ruler,

not a character for somebody’s

amusement.

VINNIE DEO

But sir, if you are in our world,

you have free will. So now it’s my

job with the golden video tape on

my back to take you and the others

back into your own movie worlds.

VORK

Since I was released from my "movie

world", I didn’t realize that I’m a

character in a so called movie. So

now I am free into a world where

it’s reality not fiction. I can do

whatever I want.

VINNIE DEO

You can’t Vork, you need to go back

to your video world. If you stay

here in our world for too long,

then...then?

(to Pio)

Hey Pio, what will happen if these

movie monsters and characters

continue to stay out in our world?

PIO OWERS

I don’t know, but he needs to

return to his movie world right

now.

Vork RELEASES SMOG out of his hands, covering Vinnie and

friends in the smog. Vinnie and the others start to COUGH

from the smog. The smog CLEARS and Vork is gone.

PIO OWERS

Oh man, Vork is gone.

VINNIE DEO

We will catch him...eventually.

FADE TO



29.

INT. VIDEOTOPIA MAIN STORE LATER

Later back at Videotopia a VHS tape is ejected out of the

VHS player. Pio takes the VHS out of the player and put the

video back into it’s sleeve.

PIO OWERS

(Smiles)

Good news amigos, those creeps from

tonight are back in their movie

worlds.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Is there any other news?

PIO OWERS

Yeah, the bad news is that there

are more movie monsters and

characters on the loose.

JOSE REVANO

Including Vork.

RANDY RUSSO

Now that we know the truth about

how these monsters and characters

came out of the videos, now we have

to work together to get them back

into their video worlds.

JOSE REVANO

And speaking of video worlds,

Elizabeth is out of her own video

world too.

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Yes indeed, but I would rather stay

in your world to see everything.

HELGA GUMMER

As if, you need to go back to your

world.

VINNIE DEO

(smiles)

Actually, how about we keep her in

our world for a little while. So we

can show her around the place

Vinnie blushes in embarrassment.

(CONTINUED)
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PIO OWERS

OK kiddo. Now let’s make Videotopia

our base of operation.

CONNER REDCORN

Yeah since you know a lot more

about these movies then we do. You

can be thr brains of the operation.

VINNIE DEO

Now what about our parents, what

will they say about this?

PIO OWERS

Leave that to me.

CUT TO

INT. VINNIE’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM LATER

Later at Vinnie’s house, Vinnie, Elizabeth, Pio, Randy,

Conner, Jose and Helga are in Vinnie’s living room with

Vinnie’s mother, his grandparents and Jose’s parents.

NATALIA DEO

(ask Vinnie)

You got a new job in town already?

VINNIE DEO

Yes I am working at this video

store called Videotopia.

DR.EDWARDO REVANO

Wait, isn’t that the store that

closed down years ago?

MAXIMILLIANO REVANO

It was the same store that closed

down years ago.

ALESSANDRA REVANO

At least it closed down, I like how

streaming services are giving us

free movies to watch.

PIO OWERS

Yes, but I am turning my store into

an online business. I just need

these kids to help me sort through

videos and some help, to help me

sell them to collectors.

(CONTINUED)
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PALOMA REVANO

That seems reasonable.

CAROLINA REVANO

(smiles)

We are so proud of you both to

getting a job like this.

VINNIE AND JOSE

Thanks.

CAROLINA REVANO

Now what about this exchange

student friend of yours?

ELIZABETH MORNINGSUN

Could I stay here for a while?

ALESSANDRA REVANO

Of course you can. You can sleep

with Paloma.

PALOMA REVANO

Do I have to?

CUT TO

EXT. VINNIE’S HOUSE FRONT DOOR EVENING

MELLOW MEXICAN GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Vinnie,

Elizabeth, Conner, Randy, Jose, Helga and Pio exit out of

Vinnie’s house.

HELGA GUMMER

(smiles)

Well that’s a good cover up for us

Pio.

PIO OWERS

(smiles)

It is, oh and by the way I need

help setting up a website and the

other stuff just in case your

parents come to the store.

VINNIE DEO

(Smiles)

Good, because we don’t want our

parents to be suspicious about

this.

(CONTINUED)
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PIO OWERS

With you having that video tape on

your back, there’s no stopping us.

RANDY RUSSO

Speaking of video tapes, I wonder

where Vork went off to?

CUT TO

EXT. HILLS OVER DESERTED CITY NIGHT TIME

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile on

the hills of Deserted City, Vork looks down from the hill

down at Deserted City.

VORK

(angry)

How dare that I am created to be a

character, not a ruler. I think

there are others like me trapped in

their entertaining prisons.Once I

freed the other characters from

their so called video tape prisons,

we shall rule this world, and make

myself their leader.

Vork LAUGHS evilly as he FLIES back into the air.


